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ABSTRACT   
Remote sensing science is increasingly being used to support archaeological and cultural 
heritage research in various ways. Satellite sensors either passive or active are currently used in a 
systematic basis to detect buried archaeological remains and to systematic monitor tangible 
heritage. In addition, airborne and low altitude systems are being used for documentation 
purposes. Ground surveys using remote sensing tools such as spectroradiometers and ground 
penetrating radars can detect variations of vegetation and soil respectively, which are linked to 
the presence of underground archaeological features.  
Education activities and training of remote sensing archaeology to young people is characterized 
of highly importance. Specific remote sensing tools relevant for archaeological research can be 
developed including web tools, small libraries, interactive learning games etc. These tools can be 
then combined and aligned with archaeology and cultural heritage. This can be achieved by 
presenting historical and pre-historical records, excavated sites or even artifacts under a “remote 
sensing” approach. Using such non-form educational approach, the students can be involved, 
ask, read, and seek to learn more about remote sensing and of course to learn about history. 
The paper aims to present a modern didactical concept and some examples of practical 
implementation of remote sensing archaeology in secondary schools in Cyprus. The idea was 
built upon an ongoing project (ATHENA) focused on the sue of remote sensing for 
archaeological research in Cyprus. Through H2020 ATHENA project, the Remote Sensing 
Science and Geo-Environment Research Laboratory at the Cyprus University of Technology 
(CUT), with the support of the National Research Council of Italy (CNR) and the German 
Aerospace Centre (DLR) aims to enhance its performance in all these new technologies. 
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